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The Merlin ME 981-991 system is a unique data recording
system using standard unmodified video recorders. Video
recorders are inexpensive, relatively small, and capable of
recording enormous amounts of data. Unfortunately, video
records were not designed to record data, but rather to
record video. This means that in order to use a video
recorder for  data recording, that either the recorders must
be modified or the data must be made compatible with a video
format. We have chosen the second approach and have designed
the Merlin ME-981 data to video encoder to format data into
a video signal. The Merlin ME-991 video to data decoder will
reconstruct the data contained in the video to its original
format.

The disadvantages of modifying a video recorder are
that for an on-going program of modification, the same model
recorder should be available for the whole program.
Unfortunately video recorder manufacturers choose to make
changes to their recorders on an ongoing basis as their main
market is the consumer. Product recognition and perceived
value because of minor differences in features are vital to
this market. Hence to guarantee the availability of a
particular recorder is non-trivial. Additionally the efforts
involved in modifying a recorder to record pcm data directly
takes a significant engineering effort reducing the low cost
benefits of a standard video recorder.

Before discussing the requirements of a video recorder
we must discuss the video signal. In the U.S.A standard 525
video is defined by RS-170A. This document calls out a
15.7kHz horizontal frequency and 59.9 Hz vertical frequency
of an interlaced video field. Two fields are used to make up



a video frame. Horizontal sync is defined along with
vertical sync which is made up of pre-equalizing pulses,
broad pulses and post-equalizing pulses. Both horizontal
blanking and vertical blanking are defined as well.
Horizontal blanking should last for 10.9 usec and vertical
blanking lasts for 1271usec or 20 lines. During these times
video is not normally present, but as long as we understand
the purpose of these signals (Vertical and Horizontal
retrace timing) and respect them the performance of the
video recorder will not be affected. Horizontal blanking is
often used for clamping the D.C. level of video to an
appropriate level (normally 0 volts). Proper vertical sync
is particularly important in a video signal as there are
many ways to detect vertical using pre-equalizing, broad, or
post-equalizing pulses. Vertical is often used to control
the “vertical servo” (drum servo) of a video recorder
including head switch position.

The 625 line standards used in Europe are much the same
as the 525 standard used in the U.S.A. The major differences
(in black and white video) are the number of lines of video
per frame and the vertical frequency (50Hz). (The color
subcarrier systems used are significantly different, but
this will not be discussed in this paper). The line
frequency is 15.6kHz with 12 usec line blanking and 25 lines
of vertical blanking. Besides the need to accommodate these
differences between 525 and 625 line standards the 525 and
625 version of the ME 981-991 system are nearly identical.

In order to guarantee compatibility with any video
recorder we must obey the signal definitions of 525 and 625
standards. We must generate the synchronizing pulses
correctly including pre-equalizing, post-equalizing, and
broad pulses occurring during vertical and of course regular
horizontal sync pulses. These pulses are not all necessary
to every video recorder, but to insure compatibility we must
generate them.

Recorders have fixed bandwidths limiting the rate at
which data can be recorded. Recorders bandwidths should be
respected and data signals should not contain square waves
with large amounts of out of band energy. We have chosen to
use recorders with above average bandwidths to increase the
amount of data that can be recorded at one time. This has
caused us to design a system that is compatible with SVHS,
Hi-8 and U-matic recorders. Inside the recorders bandwidth,
signal to noise is very good. We have found that by
recording a multi-level quaternary (4 level) code we can
record more data within the recorders bandwidth than by
using a binary code. The quaternary code has shaped edges to



maximize the rise-times of the data while holding the
bandwidth to a level acceptable to a video recorder. This
allows us to record data at over 4.5 Mbits/sec.
Unfortunately we loose approximately one-third of this
bandwidth to video blanking requirements and another one-
fourth to error correction coding leaving us with an
equivalent continuous user bandwidth of about 2.2Mbits/sec.
The recorders being unmodified will still have their ability
to record for over 2 hours (on a two hour tape) giving us
the ability to store over 15.8 gigabits on a tape.

Additionally we should understand that because a
recorder is a mechanically based system timing errors will
occur on playback of the video signal. Normally the largest
timing error will occur at head switch which occurs at a
vertical rate just before vertical blanking starts. Smaller
line to line timing errors must be compensated for as well
if we are to recover data at a high rate. Vibration can
cause large line to line errors especially if the recorder
is not mounted correctly with vibration isolators.

Fortunately some of the time lost for data recording
due to blanking in the video signal is used for video sync.
If we make video sync and the video data bit rates related
we can use video sync to help recover timing information for
the data. This allows us not to have to rely on data
transitions for data clock recovery. In other words we can
record direct pcm data without pre-formatting it to a clock
recoverable format such as an 8 to 10 bit mapping or a bi-
phased signal (which would take up half of the available
bandwidth).

The problem of noncontinuous data recording during
vertical and horizontal blanking can be solved by using a
memory to read the data as recording space is available for
it. Because error correction coding, writing data to memory,
and reading data from memory must all occur at the same
time, we choose to use three memories. The memories will
sequence between being written into, error correction
coding, and being read from. The three memories will
sequence such that one memory will always be in each state.
This lead us to decide to switch the memories between states
at a video vertical rate.

Because of the sequencing of memories data recording
and reconstruction can be thought of as the moving of data
in memory from the encoder (the device that formats data
into video) to the decoder (the device that reconstructs the
data from video). This turns out to be a very useful concept
when designing interfaces for the ME-981/991 system. The
purpose of any encoder interface will be to read data from a



users defined format and write the data into memory. The
only complication is that we must be careful when memories
are swapped not to lose any data or to repeat any data.
Similarly the purpose of any decoder interface will be to
reconstruct the data from video into memory which will be
formatted to the users original data stream. Custom
interfaces may easily be designed given these concepts with
a minimum of engineering effort.

The ME-981 data to video encoder then is basically a
memory manager with a video sync generator built in. Data is
written into memory by an interface card that is compatible
with the data format being used. This card is responsible
for all external timing that the telemetry stream will see.
An error correction coding algorithm is performed on the
data to ensure data integrity. Finally, the data is read out
of memory at timing compatible with video sync and formatted
into a video signal with the quaternary coding. The data is
D:A converted, to generate the quaternary pattern, and
appropriate digital and analog filtering is performed to
keep the video data bandwidth within an appropriate range
for video recorders.

Error correction is necessary during playback of a
recording in order to compensate for any errors in the
playback video signal. If recorders and tape were perfect
there would be no necessity for error correction in any
recording process. Unfortunately this is not the case with
any recording process. Their is no inherent loss of data by
encoding data to video and decoding the video back again to
the original data. Any loss of data is due to limitations
and imperfections in the recording and playback process, and
should be compensated for by an error correction scheme.

There are three major causes of playback errors. They
are dropouts on the video tape causing large periods of
noise only playback, limited signal to noise ratio of the
recorder causing random errors, and tape timing errors which
are normally a second order problem but which under severe
vibration can become a much larger problem.

Dropouts have several sources including foreign
particles on the tape, minute head clogs during playback or
recording, and physical damage or improper coating of the
tape during manufacturing. Whatever the cause the result is
that on playback no rf is available to the video recorder
demodulator and only noise is present (or signal level is
equivalent to or less than the noise level) at the output of
the video recorder. These errors may last from a few
microseconds to a few lines of video. (Typically
manufacturers grade tapes based on statistical analysis.



Better tapes are those that have fewer dropouts.) Even with
the best of tapes however dropouts tend to occur with much
greater frequency in the first and last five minutes of
tape. This is likely caused by handling the tape when it is
loaded and unloaded from the video cassette.

Signal to noise in any process is limited. Although
average noise levels on playback are quite small, peak to
peak levels are capable of causing errors even under ideal
playback conditions. This problem can be greatly exaggerated
by the miss tracking of a video recorder. If the tracking on
a video recorder is adjusted so that the heads are scanning
between tracks or even on the wrong track (in an azimuth
recording system) signal to noise can become so significant
a problem that no recognizable signal is present on
playback. Additionally worn parts (especially video heads)
can dramatically effect playback signal to noise. It is
important to keep video recorders in good operating
condition to maintain best signal to noise and hence error
rate.

Large timing errors between lines and fields of video
during vibration can be corrected best by following these
timing errors on playback to compensate for the timing
changes during a line. The sampling of bits cells should
follow the line to line timing errors in an attempt to
correct for these timing changes. Additionally proper
mounting via vibration isolators is critical to operation
under vibration. With proper mounting, video recorders
successfully record stat even when subject to vibration
levels above .01 PSD (20 to 2 Khz) or 4.45 gRMS.

When recording picture information dropouts are
normally concealed from the viewer by a dropout compensator
which replaces a line of video with a dropout in it with the
previous line of video. While this method of hiding errors
works well with video signals it is a disaster for digital
data streams. Head switch and line to line timing error can
be compensated for by a Time Base Corrector (TBC), to return
a video signal to its original continuous, stable form. A
normal consumer grade video recorder will not contain a TBC,
but will contain a dropout compensator capable of handling
dropouts lasting a line or so. This makes very acceptable
pictures for a consumer. In professional video recording
where multiple generations of recording and playing back are
often used, a good dropout compensator and a TBC are a real
necessity. However, in data recording it is essential that
both the dropouts in an data stream and the timing
variations are removed from the data stream. Hence a video
to data decoder like the ME-991 should and does compensate



for dropouts and line to line timing errors without the use
of additional equipment.

The Merlin ME981-991 system uses a vector cubed method
for error correction. This system assumes that the major
source of errors are dropouts. (This assumption has been
substantiated by extensive laboratory testing). Basically
the vector cube is a method for loading data into memory
(dimensioned to represent a cube) such that multiple error
correction vectors can be generated on three separate axes.
A fourth axis will contain an error detection code (in this
case a CRC checksum) to mark errors needing correction along
any of the other three axes. When error correction takes
place, data is read along the appropriate vector along with
the CRC’s of the bits in that vector to check if correction
is possible. If it is possible then the correction occurs
and the data bits’ CRCs are marked as good. If correction
cannot occur then the bits and their corresponding CRCs are
left alone. Multiple passes are made through the data on the
different axes to attempt correction. Vectors can interact
such that data not correctable on the first axis may be
correctable after an error is corrected by one of the other
axes. The Vector cube is capable of correcting a burst of
over 8496 bits or equivalently a dropout lasting over 36
lines of video. This is an extreme case assuming only this
one dropout but it gives an idea of the robustness of the
vector cubed error correction scheme to dropouts.

The ME-991 video to data system is the complement to
the ME-981 system with the addition of the Vector Cubed
error correction algorithm. The ME-991 is a rack mountable
unit running off AC power. Video from a playback recorder is
connected to the video input of a ME-991 with the
appropriate data interface installed. Video is sampled at
appropriate times to recover the data bits recorded in the
video signal. Sample timing is of course critical to the
recovery of data. Sample timing is locked to video sync via
a Phase Lock Loop (PLL) such that line to line errors are
followed and vertical head switch does not cause problems
even when severe skewing occurs. The phase of the bit
sampling is set by a preset data sync pattern at the
beginning of each video line containing data information.
Data sync is used to optimize the sampling phase of the data
recovery clock, and also to determine the playback level of
the video recorder. Data timing may be modified during a
line by carefully noting the transition timing between bit
cells. Video is sampled with an A:D and the quaternary
pattern is determined based on this sample and an average
video data level measurement. The data is written into



memory with the same addressing as was first used in the
encoder. The Vector Cubed error correction method is then
performed on the data as needed. Appropriate memory for
multiple passes of error correction is of course designed
into the ME-991 video to data decoder. The level of the
error correction and a indication of correct PLL lock and
average data video level are all displayed on the front
panel of the ME-991. Finally an appropriate data interface
card reads the data out of memory and re-formats the data
back into the original data stream as it was presented to
the video to data encoder.

Interfaces such as the 2.2Mbit PCM I/F must write data
into memory in the encoder and read it out again from the
decoder. Additional information such as data rate and number
of bits of data used in the present memory must also be
stored in memory. Buffering to ensure that no data is lost
when memories are swapped must also occur in both the
encoder and the decoder. The decoder interface is
responsible for reading the data out of memory before the
memories are swapped and regeneration the original clock
rate and timing of the original data stream. The encoder
interface is responsible for writing this data into memory.

Similarly for a 1553 data interface data should be
written into memory by the encoder interface as the data is
received. If no data is received then mark or space bits
should be added to preserve the original data timing. In the
decoder it is important with a 1553 interface to write words
back onto the 1553 bus with the same timing as they were
received with. Obviously buffering so that only full words
are sent to the bus is necessary so that when memory
switching occurs no partial words with spacing in the middle
are sent to the bus. The 1553 data may be connected to any
1553 monitoring equipment to “see” exactly what happened
when, and what devices on the buss were acting improperly,
or with unexpected results.

Data interfaces in both the encoder and the decoder can
be changed easily. One and a half of the five board slots in
the encoder are available for use with different customized
interfaces. In the decoder one large board space is reserved
for an interface card.

The Merlin ME 981-991 system of encoding data to video
and then recording it on video recorders has been shown to
work well and provide an economical way to store moderate to
large amounts of data efficiently. The data to video
encoding and decoding system uses only the video input and
video output signals of a video recorder. All of the
recorders audio and auxiliary channels (if available) are



still available to the user. The cost of tape and recorders
are kept very low by the huge number of users of video.
There are a several companies manufacturing video recorders
that are qualified to harsh environments, and these
recorders are available at moderate cost. Of course ground
based playback units do not need to be qualified to these
environmental conditions, so they are available at much
lower cost. Future video recorders and recording formats
will be compatible with the video to data system, so that
the system will not become obsolete in just a few years
time. Interfacing to custom data streams can be accomplished
with a minimum amount of effort thanks to the efficient
memory based concept of transferring data. Data integrity is
insured by the Vector Cubed system of error correction. The
ME 981-991 system has been installed on a wide variety of
aircraft, and other mobile platforms and has been proven to
work well under the demanding conditions it was designed
for.


